Representing, Supporting, Advising

28th May 2021

May 2021 Newsletter
UNSUSTAINABLE. UNSAFE. UNFAIR. UNPRECEDENTED.
Across Cambridgeshire & Peterborough, GPs and practices are under unprecedented pressure:
Key Facts – March 2021*
Number of appointments: 461,859 (equivalent to 46% of population)
Number of Face-to-Face appointments: 258,691 (56%)
Patients seen on the same day: 54%
Patients seen in less than a week: 84%
Patients seen in less than 14 days: 92%
Only 2.67% Non-attendance rate - 97.3% appointments attended
In addition, over 90,000 Covid vaccinations were delivered by Cambridgeshire & Peterborough GPs & their
Practice teams in March – in total over HALF A MILLION patient appointments that month
Don’t believe the media spin.
*NHS Digital https://digital.nhs.uk/data-and-information/publications/statistical/appointments-in-general-practice/march-2021 April data to be published 11.06.2021

Key Messages
• GPs and their practice teams are delivering a far greater number of consultations now than they did
in the winter peak of January 2020 – and they have been working hard throughout the pandemic
• This not just due to the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, but also the major NHS backlog of
patients waiting for treatment, combined with the lowest numbers of GPs per capita in decades
• This is on top of the GP-led COVID vaccination programme which has been hugely successful
• It is unsustainable, unsafe, and unfair for GPs and their teams, whether in practices, urgent care
centres or other services, to be working such excessive hours at such intensity
• This is putting patient care at risk
• GPs are breaking - at the expense of their own physical, mental, social and families’ health
Face-to-Face appointments:
Cambridgeshire & Peterborough GP practices saw 258,691 patients face to face in March. A doctor’s first duty
is to do no harm. Practices must, therefore, take all steps possible to deliver care that is safe for their patients
and protects their staff. Social distancing, infection protection and control measures are still applicable, so
patients should only receive a face-to-face appointment if they NEED one, not simply because they demand
one. Many surgeries have restricted and unventilated reception areas – these are not yet safe for patients to
walk-in without an assessment. Everyone must be triaged.
Patient Safety:
Practices are already working well beyond their safe daily limits – the impact of this on patient care is not yet
fully appreciated or recognised. GPs and their practices, with the support of GPC England, and Cambs LMC,
should continue to deliver care to their patients in the way they determine that best protects and cares for
their population.
Cases of the B.1.617.2 variant in the UK are rising exponentially, having risen by more than 160% in the past
seven days. It is this clinical context, that should determine the key priorities for General Practice in the
coming days and weeks, not false and dangerous politically-driven, media-fuelled edicts.
Please support your GP and practice team at this difficult time.
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GPC ENGLAND VOTES TO CEASE ALL NEGOTIATIONS WITH NHS ENGLAND
BMA, GPC & CAMBS LMC RESPONSE TO THAT LETTER
On 20 May, GPC England considered and voted on a confidence motion, following the publication of letter
BO497 on 13 May 2021. Dr Katie Bramall-Stainer, Chief Executive of Cambs LMC, said: "On behalf of Cambs
LMC and general practice across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough, I am relieved that the BMA is taking
action as the profession's Trade Union to defend GPs and our staff in the face of relentless morale-sapping and
destructive missives from NHS England.
"This episode was not the first time during the pandemic that GPs have been given guidance by NHS England
instructing us to work in a particular way, then found ourselves subject to public statements decrying such
practices from the very same commissioners.
"We are all at our wits end. After general practice staff across Cambridgeshire & Peterborough have shown our
commitment to patient care throughout the pandemic: working at levels which well-exceed our full capacity;
often making personal sacrifices for our patients' safety at the cost of our own; it is outrageous to criticise our
adaptability and agility. Rather, NHS England should join us in praising the diligence and commitment of
doctors, nurses, practice managers, HCAs, pharmacists and all of the other essential members of the general
practice team.
"With the extraordinary level of demand practices are currently experiencing showing no sign of reducing, NHS
England should be supporting and developing good general practice care for the benefit of patients, and our
already exhausted and increasingly burned-out workforce, rather than pandering to ill-informed media agendas.
The Motion
Proposed by GPC Contracts & Regulation policy leads, Dr Katie Bramall-Stainer and Dr Julius Parker:
GPC England is outraged by NHS England and NHS Improvement's lack of understanding of the pressures facing
General Practice and:
i) Calls for formal BMA action by escalating concerns about NHS England’s apparent lack of knowledge of the
applicable contracts and regulations relating to the delivery of General Practice services
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY

ii) Seeks both senior explanation and public action from the Department of Health and Social Care in view of the
unacceptable decision to publish letter BO497 on 13 May 2021
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY

iii) Has no confidence in the Executive Directors of NHS England
PASSED NEM CON (NO VOTES AGAINST) WITH TWO ABSTENTIONS

iv) Calls upon the Chair of BMA U.K. Council to support the Chair of GPC England in demanding an urgent
meeting with the Secretary of State for Health & Social Care, to discuss the spiralling crisis in General Practice
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY

v) Calls for GPC England’s Executive to immediately cease all formal meetings with NHS England until a motion
is brought back to GPC England by the Executive, requesting a vote on their recommendation that sufficient
steps have been taken to restore the Committee’s confidence in the Executive Directors of NHS England, to
justify the resumption of such meetings.
PASSED WITH TWO VOTES AGAINST
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WHAT NOW? WHAT NEXT?
COMPLETE OUR ACCESS & DEMAND SURVEY MONKEY SNAPSHOT - NOW
We need better data around your access and your demand to evidence the pressures you are under to the
CCG, NHSE, local Trusts, CQC, Healthwatch, to patients, and to the wider public. Help us to help you.
Over the next few weeks, we want to produce a series of support and guidance resources to help you to:
• Define what an unacceptable and dangerous workload looks like
• Push back against unacceptable workload demands and workload shift
• Help you to work collaboratively at an ICS level to introduce a nationwide ‘OPEL alert’ system for use
by practices, supported by your LMC
• Help you to deal with any vexatious abuse or complaints from patients.
But we need your help. So help us to help you. Complete ONE RESPONSE PER PRACTICE to our
Access and Demand Survey NOW: https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/PXCX2YB
ADVICE Safety First:
Too many of us are functioning at or beyond the limits of safety. This is unacceptable and cannot continue. It is
not possible for practices to continue to deliver all that is expected of them. It was so before the pandemic, and
it most certainly is not so now.
You have the flexibility to manage and deliver your essential services in a manner determined by your practice,
taking into account your capacity and workload pressures, in order to provide a safe service to your patients
that is consistent with your duty of care to your staff, yourselves and each other.
The updated standard operating procedure (SOP) published last week is guidance. Where there is conflict and
confusion between the guidance and the Contract Regulations, default to the Contract Regulations.
In other words, stick to the terms of your contract.
o
o
o
o
o
o

Ensure access to your practice via telephone or online, with a Covid-safe open reception
Deliver face-to-face appointments based upon assessment of clinical need following careful triage
Enable On-line/email access for a proportion of your appointments
Enable a discretionary e-consultation (or equivalent) platform, during core hours Mon-Fri 08:00-18:30
Ensure your services are clearly shared on your practice website
Done that? Good. You are complying with your contract.

ADVICE Online Consulting Tools:
Before the pandemic, as part of the 2019 GP contract deal (paragraph 5.10 (i)) GPC England agreed that it would
eventually become contractual for practices to offer online consultations during core hours. This agreement has not
yet been added to the contract regulations, so is not currently a contractual requirement.
However, GPC England also agreed that practices should offer online consultations as early as possible, provided that
the necessary infrastructure is in place, but it would not become a requirement until it is entered into the contract
regulations. It is therefore for practices to determine how best they use online consultation systems, including what
hours they are available, and they should try to use them in such a way that helps with triage and workload
management, enabling the delivery of a safer and more accessible service to all their patients.
Therefore, we can reassure practices that they are under no contractual obligation to provide access to these platforms
outside the core hours of 08:00-18:30 Mon-Fri. Furthermore, until the GMS Regulations are amended accordingly,
practices are under no contractual obligation to provide online consulting platforms at all if they do not wish to.
Online platforms, when used well, can be helpful. When simply opening more lanes on a congested motorway of
demand, they can feel dangerous. We recommend you think very carefully about their use out of hours and where
patients care should be taking place at those times. Our CCG is taking a very sensible view around this too.
Where deactivating these platforms is proving technically difficult (E.g: from the provider end), practices may wish to
simply remove the link on their website as a temporary measure, but we recommend contacting the CCG IT team first.
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DIGITAL ACCESS
FLOODGATES OPEN TO PATIENT DEMAND
It’s nothing short of a miracle that the UK has managed to keep healthcare free at the point of access. With
staff costs accounting for around half of all NHS spending, this has been possible only because the true cost of
healthcare has been heavily subsidised by the NHS teams that aren’t watching the clock or invoicing for all of
their hours - but are simply staying, until the work is done.
In general practice, where over 90% of patient contacts take place, GPs have been accustomed to working 12+
hour days. Despite this, before the pandemic the average wait time for a routine GP appointment was over two
weeks. But with Coronavirus, we switched almost overnight to a digital first consulting system that has given
patients greater access to GPs and their teams than ever before.
What this has unearthed, is that healthcare was never “free”: patients were previously paying, not in £££s but
in time and inconvenience, to access their GP. The 8 am frenzy to call the practice, the long wait on the phone,
the days or weeks it then took to get an appointment, the need to take time off work to attend—these
collectively worked to keep demand down - by putting people off accessing their GP, unless they really needed
to.
Online access to GPs has removed many of these barriers: giving the perception that GP supply is limitless when
this couldn’t be further from the truth. Not surprisingly, GPs are crying out in distress as the digital front door
has opened the floodgates to supply-induced patient demand, with some patients submitting multiple econsultations in a 24-hour period, often for low level problems that they might never have consulted their GP
about previously.
This level of reliance on GPs may not be good for the individual or for population health, particularly as GPs
report that patients who are more seriously unwell are now finding access more difficult. With funding
constraints as they are, we need to be honest about the type of healthcare service we can offer—one that’s not
based on convenience but is limited to meeting patient need.
The old system was imperfect, but it did put a cost on access, which deterred patients from contacting their GP
unless they really needed to. This may be an unpopular view, but unlimited online access to your GP in an
already underfunded healthcare system is simply not viable: the economics don’t stack up, and GPs can’t
subsidise healthcare any further by working longer hours or by fitting in more patient contacts than they already
do.
This article was originally published by Dr Rammya Mathew in BMJ 2021; 373 doi: https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj.n1246 (Published 18 May 2021)

BUSINESS FUNDAMENTALS FOR GENERAL PRACTICE
BESPOKE BUSINESS TRAINING COURSE FOR LOCAL GPs – SEPTEMBER 2021
Cambs LMC has teamed up with Beds and Herts LMCs, and with funding from the Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Training Hub, to offer a bespoke Business Fundamentals Training Course to local GPs who are new
to partnership in the past three years, or to those who are on an evidenced route to partnership.
Starting in September 2021, the course will cover 8 modules over a period of six months, predominantly delivered
online, with a view to face-to-face sessions in line with Covid safety requirements as the course progresses. Each
module will be half a day in duration, culminating in a full day to complete the course. Expressions of Interest
from local GPs, new to partnership in the past three years should be submitted by Friday 4 th June 2021 at 5pm.
Spaces will be limited so please don’t delay in submitting your expression of interest!
Express your interest here: https://cptraininghub.nhs.uk/business-fundamentals-expression-of-interest/
Watch this space for more information! Should you have any queries in the meantime, please do email us at
office@cambslmc.org.
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CAMBS LMC ELECTION - VOTING NOW OPEN!
Cambs LMC Elections 2021

Stand. Vote. Engage. Change.

Voting in the Cambs LMC Committee Election – 2021 is now LIVE. We are delighted that 24
candidates are standing for election to the Committee, for the 14 available seats. We have invited
all registered GP constituents to vote in this election, which will close at Midday Friday 11 June
2021.
If you are a GP constituent, working in the Cambridgeshire & Peterborough area, and you have
not received an invite to vote in the election, please contact us ASAP.
Visit our dedicated Cambs LMC Committee Elections website
The Candidate Profiles can be viewed here: https://vote.cambslmc.org/candidate-profiles-2/
Please refer to the Online Voting Guide here: Online-Voting-Guide.pdf

The voting system went live for the first time this week and a few adjustments were needed in
the first couple of days. If you have experienced any issues with the voting system, we thank you
for your patience! Please do contact us if you have attempted to register/vote and have been
unsuccessful – we can sort out most issues!
Ready to vote?
Visit:
www.app.vote.cambslmc.org

Register, Verify, Log in
It takes a matter of minutes to
register your email address
and choose a password.

Ask us!
Contact us on
01954 268156
or office@cambslmc.org

Note: When voting, do not click confirm until you have clicked and dragged all the candidates
you wish to vote for into the voting box otherwise, the system will accept this as your final vote
and log you out!
Voting opens:

Voting Closes:

Tuesday 25 May 2021

Friday 11 June 2021
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LMC EXECUTIVE TEAM UPDATE
WELCOME, ALISON!
On 7 June, we will be delighted to welcome Alison Ives into our new role of Executive
Officer, Lead for Committee, Governance and Business. Alison has come from Essex
and Suffolk where she has been running the Covid vaccination programme. Alison
previously worked in Cambridgeshire & Peterborough supporting the STP, so has a
really good understanding of our system relationships.
We are really excited to have Alison join our team. Her first project will be to deliver
our Business Fundamentals course, so she’ll be hitting the ground running!
Alison said “I am really looking forward to joining Cambs LMC at this critical time. I can’t wait to use my
skills and experience gained over the past decade of working in the NHS to represent and support GPs and
practice teams across Cambridgeshire & Peterborough .”

FRIENDLY REMINDER
THE LINK AND CAMBS LMC JOBS PAGE
We encourage posts to the link to be solely for the purpose of private discussion for local GPs and Practice
Managers to share local information & knowledge or ask questions. If you are subscribed and would like
to post a discussion, please create your email, and send it to link@cambslmc.org - To avoid your email being
sent to moderator, try to avoid adding recipients to the cc & bcc fields. Please occasionally check your junk
folders, as sometimes post from a server can be redirected there, especially on DNUK addresses.
For Practices seeking locum cover, please continue to email us at office@cambslmc.org. The office will
forward your email onto the Locum News Mailing List so that any locum GP available for work can contact
you directly.
We advertise GP roles on the jobs section of our website http://www.cambslmc.org/jobs. This remains a
free service for local Practices to advertise GP vacancies. To advertise a vacancy via Cambs LMC, please
email details of the vacancy, including closing date and any supporting documents (i.e., job description) in
pdf to jobs@cambslmc.org
The News is an open information system, primarily designed for GPs and Practice Managers to receive News
from Cambs LMC, such as the monthly newsletters. This list is publicly accessible to other
stakeholders, those subscribed to News cannot post messages to this list. It is receive-only.
If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to email office@cambslmc.org or telephone 01955 268156

CCG REVIEWED CLINICAL POLICIES
GATEWAY MESSAGE ON 25 MAY 21 @ 14:57
The CCG has routinely reviewed some of its clinical policies, most of which have minor changes or
amendments in line with national guidance or policies. Here is the link to the CCG web site page to access
all policies and referral proforma. We draw your attention particularly to the edited policy below:
Open/Upright MRI Lower Clinical Priority Policy: In line with LMC guidance to GPs regarding prescribing of
sedation for patients referred for MRI who are anxious, the policy has been edited to remove the use of
sedation and replaced with psychological measures, such as reassurance and explanation, and specific
treatments for anxiety from a therapist. Reference to visual aids has also been removed.
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GENERAL PRACTICE FOR PLANNING AND RESEARCH
DATA PROVISION NOTICE TO UNDERPIN THE EXTRACTION OF GENERAL PRACTICE DATA
NHS Digital (NHSD), on 12th May 2021, notified all GP Practices of the rollout of a Data Provision Notice
(DPN) of GP Data for Planning and Research (GPDPR).
Key documents/links
• RCGP/BMA statement
• Data Provision Notice (DPN)
• Privacy statement
• Patient information on GPDPR
• Transparency notice
• Type 1 opt-out form
• Next steps for GPs
This is a planned replacement for the GPES (GP extraction service) to collect data for planning and research
from general practices in England. This data collection mechanism will, in time, become the only one that
GPs need to comply with when sharing data for secondary uses, although they may wish, and they are
entitled, to continue sharing data for secondary uses through pre-existing or new channels where there is
a clear and lawful basis for doing so.
The BMA and RCGP have issued a statement on this and note that it is a legal obligation for practices to
comply with the DPN. NHS Digital have a page on their website which provides details on the programme
and contains GP and patient facing documents (linked above) which explain what is changing.
The first collection will begin on the 1st July 2021 as per the DPN, allowing six full weeks (plus an extra
seventh week) to ensure patients have the opportunity to exercise a Type 1 opt out, should they wish to do
so.
‘GP Practices will be sent an invitation to comply with the Data Provision Notice via their GP system supplier.
The exact method, form and timing of this invitation will vary by system supplier. However, the invitation will
include instructions on how to comply with the DPN, this is a simple and straight forward task. GP system
suppliers will commence extractions for individual General Practices who have responded to their system
supplier to confirm they are complying with this Notice and provide this data to NHS Digital seven weeks
from the date of issue of this Notice, from 1st July 2021.’
Patients have the right to exercise a type-1 opt-out to ensure their data is not collected as part of GPDPR
and should do so before the first collection to be certain it is processed in time, it is important that where a
Type 1 output has been received by the practice, that these are recorded as quickly as possible.
Practices may wish to proactively engage with patients to make them aware of their right to opt out.
NHS Digital have linked this form with the instruction to patients to fill it out and return it to their
practice, should they wish to opt out. This could be sent in a number of ways, including via SMS or email.
In terms of next steps for GP practices in England, the following landing page details this here. We have
listed out the next steps for you as a practice
1. Comply with DPN
2. Update your Privacy notice
3. Consider as a practice if you will proactively be contacting patients to inform them of what is
changing
4. Register type1 opt outs in a timely fashion (codes are available here ).
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PATIENT REGISTRATION
CONTRACTUAL DUTY FOR PRACTICES AND GP ACCESS CARDS FOR PATIENTS
A helpful reminder of the rules regarding patient registration on GP lists. In short, the main principle is that
anyone, regardless of nationality or residential status, may register and consult with a GP without charge.
You will find various patient registration advice pages on our website here: https://cambslmc.org/patientregistration/. You will find more detail relating to:
•
•
•

Duty to provide emergency treatment
Registering without proof of identity or address
Tourists and overseas visitors

•
•

Declining patient registration
Homeless patients

Please also see Healthwatch Cambridgeshire’s news page of 24 th March
2021, detailing the GP Access Card scheme, previously known as ‘My Right
to Healthcare’.
Patients can download a digital version of the card here:
https://www.healthwatchcambridgeshire.co.uk/DigitalGPAccessCard.pdf

TRANSGENDER HEALTH SERVICE
EAST OF ENGLAND PILOT
We have received notice of a Transgender Health Service pilot about to be launched across our region. We
will be in contact with NHS England to discuss this, as what appears to be being offered is not the properly
commissioned specialist service that we believe this cohort of patients requires and deserves.
The office regularly receives GP queries regarding the prescribing and monitoring responsibilities associated
with the safe management of patients. Our advice, as is true for any specialist treatment, is that GPs should
only prescribe if they are familiar with the patient, the condition, and the medication to know it is in the
patient’s best interests.
GPs can be guided by advice from specialists or other healthcare professionals but must take responsibility
for their own prescriptions, given it is they who will be signing them. Do you have a shared care agreement
in place, for example?
In the interim, the lack of a properly commissioned service pushes patients into paying large amounts of
money to private providers who promise the world, but then just write “GP to prescribe.” It is our view that
if approached by private providers to assume ongoing prescribing responsibility, GPs must do their due
diligence of that provider to ensure they are reputable. E.g.: Is the referring specialist a fully registered
business within the UK, indemnified to conduct specialist treatment? Are their healthcare professionals fully
registered with the GMC?

CAMBS & PETERBOROUGH SAFEGUARDING PARTNERSHIP BOARDS
VIRTUAL SAFEGUARDING BRIEFINGS & TRAINING
The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Safeguarding Partnership Boards have created some virtual
briefings/training, which can be accessed via their website here:
http://www.safeguardingcambspeterborough.org.uk/home/covid-19/e-learning-during-covid-19/
Topics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recognising Adults at Risk (Part 1)
Safeguarding Adults (Part 2)
Making Safeguarding Personal
Safeguarding Adults from Online Abuse
Safeguarding for Volunteers
No Recourse to Public Funds

•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to Safeguarding Children (Part 1) & (Part 2)
Safeguarding Children from Online Abuse (Part 1)
Safeguarding Children from Online Abuse (Part 2) – CSA & Grooming
Introduction to Child Criminal Exploitation
Domestic Abuse, Safeguarding and Covid-19
Sexual Violence and Safeguarding
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CAMBRIDGESHIRE & PETERBOROUGH TRAINING HUB
‘PREPARING FOR PRACTICE IN C&P’ WEBINARS
Join us on Tuesday 8th June for Navigating Complaints, the next in our series of lunchtime
sessions for GPs nearing or recently CCT’d, or who are new to C&P. In this session Dr Katie Bramall-Stainer offers
essential information, practical advice and resources to help you navigate your way through a complaint or
performance concern. To book please visit: https://cptraininghub.nhs.uk/event/pfp-navigating-complaints/
NEW TO PRACTICE FELLOWSHIP
If you are a new GP qualified in the last 12 months or about to qualify, or a practice recruiting new talent, you could
benefit from our NTP Fellowship. The programme offers a 2-year funded package of support and education to ease
fellows’ transition from training into practice and to support practices recruiting newly qualified GPs and Nurses. For
more information visit:
GP Fellows: https://cptraininghub.nhs.uk/gp-hub/fellowship-in-general-practice-for-gps/
Practices: https://cptraininghub.nhs.uk/fellowship-in-general-practice/
MSK CLINICAL MENTORING
We’re still accepting applications from GPs wanting to develop or refresh joint injection skills – up to 20 hours of 1-1
clinical mentoring offered for in-practice learning. Find out more at: https://cptraininghub.nhs.uk/msk-clinicalmentoring-for-gps/
AKESO NETWORK
Akeso are funded by the Training Hub to provide support to colleagues working in primary care who feel th ey might
benefit from some time to reflect on issues that they face that may impact on their work and life – ranging from skills
and performance to more developmental areas.
A trained colleague within the Akeso network will facilitate confidential sessions. These sessions will support you to
explore issues and set goals and methods of assessing progress in relation to the goals in a non-judgemental way.
The Akeso Coaching Network is a Community Interest Company, a not-for-profit organisation. If you are interested in
finding out more, please see http://akeso.org.uk or email office@akeso.org.uk
GP MENTORING OPPORTUNITIES
Are you a mid/late career GP who enjoys supporting colleagues, has experience in training or staff development and
wants to develop coaching and mentoring skills?
Training Hub are looking for local GPs to join our mentor team, helping to motivate and empower others to succeed
by sharing your knowledge and skills. Through our accredited coaching and mentoring course you will gain skills to
develop in this role, with 1 session per week regularly supporting new to practice GPs.
If you are looking for a new challenge or portfolio career opportunity, find out more at:
https://cptraininghub.nhs.uk/join-our-gp-mentoring-team/
THE WONDER GP CLUB
Ever wondered how to keep up to date when work is only a small part of your life, or how to be fully part of a GP team
when your clinical time is short and very full? If you are one of the wonderful group of GPs, for whom clinical practice
is only a small part of your week and you’d like to join other GPs to wonder together, we’d love you to join us to discuss
issues affecting ‘low volume’ GPs and GP retainers. To book your space at our virtual Wonder GP Club on Tuesday 29 th
June (7-8.30pm), please visit: https://cptraininghub.nhs.uk/event/the-wondergp-club/
KEEP IN TOUCH
For information on the training, support and development opportunities offered by Training Hub, please register on
our website and join the mailing list for our monthly newsletter. For general enquiries please email
candptraininghub@nhs.net
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CAMBS LMC IS ALWAYS HERE FOR YOU
SUPPORT AND SIGNPOSTING
A reminder that Cambs LMC is always here for any GP in need and we actively encourage
you to reach out to us. Our job is to look after you – we are a safe, confidential space if
you are struggling or are in distress. Visit our website for more information or snap the
QR code.

KEEPING IN TOUCH US
DO YOU KNOW ANYONE WHO HASN’T HEARD OF US?
If you know of any GP colleagues who have not heard of us, don’t know who we are or what we do, or if they are
not receiving our communications, please put them in touch with us, we’d be delighted to hear from them at
office@cambslmc.org.

CONTACTING US
For general enquiries or to subscribe to any of the lists below, please email office@cambslmc.org for general
enquiries or to subscribe to any of the lists below. To advertise any GP posts on our website, please email
jobs@cambslmc.org

Cambs LMC NEWS - An open information system that is accessible to all. This system is used for the LMC to
communicate information, news and newsletters to anyone who has subscribed.
Locum NEWS - An open information system that is accessible to all local locum GPs. This system is used for the
LMC to communicate any local locum adverts to locum GPs.
Practice Manager NEWS - Designed for local practice managers to receive information from Cambs LMC only,
such as LMC hosted events etc. Those subscribed to this list cannot post messaged to the list.
Cambs LMC LINK - A private discussion list for GPs and Practice Managers. To post to the LINK, email
link@cambslmc.org and type your email in the usual way

LMC Officers:
Dr Diana Hunter - Chair
Dr James Howard - Vice Chair
Dr Francesca Frame - Treasurer

LMC Staff:
Dr Katie Bramall-Stainer – Chief Executive
Alice Benton - Executive Director
Emma Drew - Executive Officer
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